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Protein-Protein Inter-action Networks are dynamic in reality;
i.e. Inter-actions among different proteins may be ineffective in
different circumstances and times. One of the most crucial
parameters in the conversion of a static network into a temporal
graph is the well-tuning of transformation threshold. In this part
of the article, using additional data, like gene expression data in
different times and circumstances and well-known protein
complexes, it is tried to determine an appropriate threshold. To
accomplish this task, we transform the problem into an
optimization one and then we solve it using a meta-heuristic
algorithm, named Particle Swarm Optimization (SSPCO). One
of the most important parts in our work is the determination of
interestingness function in the SSPCO. It is defined as a
function of standard complexes and gene co-expression data.
After producing a threshold per each gene, in the following
section we will discuss how using these thresholds, active
proteins are determined and then temporal graph is created. For
final assessment of the produced graph quality, we use graph
clustering algorithms and protein complexes determination
algorithms. For accomplishing this task, we use MCL, Cluster
One, MCODE algorithms. Due to high number of the obtained
clusters, the obtained results, if they have some special
conditions, will filter out or be merged with each other.
Standard performance criteria like Recal, Precision, and Fmeasure are employed. There is a new proposed criterion
named Smoothness. Our experimental results show that the
graphs produced by the proposed method outperform the
previous methods.
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1. Introduction
Biology has been a source of inspiration for development of computational approaches to solve
different optimization problems. The early attempts in computational biological systems have
focused on different biological networks, like protein-protein interaction (PPI). Combining and
understanding of information available in biological systems need the development of novel
information gathering algorithms and methods, and solving these complex computational
problems needs biological and computational research [1]. In the recent years, the systems
biology is changed to an important interdisciplinary research domain which tries to understand
the time/ place behavior of cellular components. The field deals with all the physicochemical
aspects of life. The modern tendency toward cross-disciplinary research and the unification of
scientific knowledge and investigation from different fields has resulted in significant overlap of
the field of biology with other scientific disciplines. Modern principles of other fields—
chemistry, medicine, and physics, for example: are integrated with those of biology in areas such
as biochemistry, biomedicine, and biophysics.
In mathematical and computational models of biology, models behavior is determined during
modeling according to some parameters. Some of the parameters don’t be able to calculate
experimentally. As a result, it needs to use computational methods to estimate the parameters.
One of the conventional methods is the transformation of parameters estimation to an
optimization issue which we can use optimization algorithms in finding the best congruous
parameters. Protein-Protein Inter-action (PPI) is determined according to the collected
experiments and sub-networks in different laboratories which as a result, the collected PPI
includes some interactions which happen at different time and place frame. It means, it s not
important in the current PPI networks whether the interactions are happened simultaneously or
they are unique or not. While, the place information can be managed in details by interpretation
of sub-cell positioning [2]. Life in all levels is a huge and complex system. Life from biologic
prospective is a macro-molecular continuation which created cell and conveys information. One
of the successful methods in recent decades is using network modeling. It means by modeling, to
focus on systems units, whether it is protein or human, and identify the relation between them.
The nature of time networks modeling is to ignore all the information except the couple of
related units together and the time of this relation [3].
Many systems can be modeled by time networks such as cells process, social interaction,
Internet, mobile network, and environmental networks (food sources system). The purpose of
this research is to use the targeted framework of SSPCO algorithm to determine the appropriate
threshold for converting static networks with the most accuracy.

2. Research significance
Available data collection for PPIare static and lacks time and place parameters for ProteinProtein Inter-action. As a result, the dynamic information about protein and protein complex
inter-actions are ignored. It means the available networks are static actually and for utilizing the
dynamic properties, other additional information to create different networks should be used.
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Gene expression in different situations and different steps of cell cycle can return the dynamic
presence of one protein. Gene expression dynamic levels, identifies the protein presence
dynamic, but doesn’t give a guarantee expression for balance dynamic.
In other words, although two proteins may present simultaneously, there is no guarantee to surely
interact at the same time. Because, one of the proteins may be inactive at this time and isn’t able
to do any activity and interact with others. If the gene expression is lower than the threshold, it
lacks the protein presence. But, there are some important proteins which have a few expression
levels, and then it isn’t possible to identify an especial threshold for all proteins to determine the
presence or absence or activity or inactivity of them [4].
Constructing dynamic PPI networks is done by using modeling protein activity and collecting
co-regulated proteins in each time point. The method based on differential co-expression
correlation is presented for activating protein-protein inter-action networks [5].
Studies show that high positive co-expression proteins tend to create static module which
appears all the time and there are some high levels hubs at the center of each one, which are
called party hub.
Furthermore, some of the low co-expression proteins are interacted in especial time points, as a
result of physical interaction, which the hubs are called date hub [5].
Another method is based on gene expression level variance by determining the time point peak
expression for each protein. So, if a protein is in its peak, it can interact with its active neighbor.
This supposes scored gene expression activity to be calculated by using a fixed threshold or
systematic threshold [4]. Therefore, assembling these two aspects is vital in constructing
dynamic network. In this paper, combination of two methods is used for constructing dynamic
PPI network.
[6] Is the first to use topology-based local network alignment for predicting protein interactions,
and the first to apply SSPCO to the network alignment problem itself? The close proximity of the
proteins in the discovered topologically-similar patterns made them more likely to be
biologically related.
In one of research present an heuristic optimization method, particle swarm optimization, which
predicts protein-protein interaction by using the domain assignments information. Results are
compared with another known method which predicts domain interactions by casting the
problem of interactions inference as a maximum satiability (MAX-SAT) problem [7].
In a paper presents a new metaheuristic optimization algorithm called Honey Badger Algorithm
(HBA). The proposed algorithm is inspired from the intelligent foraging behavior of honey
badger, to mathematically develop an efficient search strategy for solving optimization problems.
The dynamic search behavior of honey badger with digging and honey finding approaches are
formulated into exploration and exploitation phases in HBA. Moreover, with controlled
randomization techniques, HBA maintains ample population diversity even towards the end of
the search process [8].
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A novel bio-inspired algorithm, namely, Dingo Optimization Algorithm (DOA), is proposed for
solving optimization problems. The DOA mimics the social behavior of the Australian dingo
dog. The algorithm is inspired by the hunting strategies of dingoes which are attacking by
persecution, grouping tactics, and scavenging behavior. In order to increment the overall
efficiency and performance of this method, three search strategies associated with four rules
were formulated in the DOA. These strategies and rules provide a fine balance between
intensification (exploitation) and diversification (exploration) over the search space [9].
In an article propose a modified PSO algorithm for unbiased global minima search by integrating
with density functional theory which turns out to be superior to the other evolutionary methods
such as simulated annealing, basin hopping and genetic algorithm. The present PSO code
combines evolutionary algorithm with a variational optimization technique through interfacing of
PSO with the Gaussian software, where the latter is used for single point energy calculation in
each iteration step of PSO. Pure carbon and carbon containing systems have been of great
interest for several decades due to their important role in the evolution of life as well as wide
applications in various research fields [10].
In a paper, a new optimization algorithm called the search and rescue optimization algorithm
(SAR) is proposed for solving single-objective continuous optimization problems. SAR is
inspired by the explorations carried out by humans during search and rescue operations. The
performance of SAR was evaluated on fifty-five optimization functions including a set of classic
benchmark functions and a set of modern CEC 2013 benchmark functions from the literature.
The obtained results were compared with twelve optimization algorithms including well-known
optimization algorithms, recent variants of GA, DE, CMA-ES, and PSO, and recent metaheuristic algorithms. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for some of the comparisons, and
the convergence behavior of SAR was investigated. The statistical results indicated SAR is
highly competitive with the compared algorithms [11].

3. Methods
System analysis time protein complex doesn’t only improve the discover accuracy of complex
proteins, but also strengthens our biological science about the process of formation of dynamic
protein for organizing the cell. PPIs can be categorized according to their life time to static and
transient PPI. On the other hand, transient PPIs are dependent on time and circumstances which
provide a mechanism for quick reaction to external stimulations [12].
The analysis of time protein complexes can open a new dimension to dynamic gauge mechanism
and improve our understanding of the diseases’ reasons. Although different time complexes
occur in different time points, there are many protein complexes which formed static macromolecules in order to perform an important biological function. Many static interactions which
have a basic role for cell are appeared continuously in the preserved different time points and
also their corresponding complexes in PPI static networks.
To protect cell’s suitability and stability and also to avoid undesirable disorder in cell’s basic
function, these complexes should have mild and smooth changes during the time [13].
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Meta-heuristic optimization methods like EA can find global optimization or close to global
optimization in considerable time [14]. Researchers collected the applications of meta-heuristic
algorithms such as Simulated Annealing, Genetic Algorithm, evolutionary programming,
Deferential Evolutionary for estimating the models’ parameters. To estimate the problem
parameters in ERK signal paths, a multi-objective approach as a MOP Swarm based on Particle
Swarm Optimization was used [15].
In article [16] bee colony optimization algorithm is used to predict proteins’ structure which its
results are compared to the results of simulated annealing method.
Rodrigues has used a meta-heuristic method to estimate parameters of static biological systems:
also he used the combination of random and certain global optimization methods for decreasing
time calculation [17].
In article [18], the combination of particle swarm algorithm and deferential evolutionary method
was used to estimate biological non-linear parameters of signal paths. In article [19], to predict
the protein structure of Lattice method in three-dimensional space, a method based on particle
swarm algorithm was used. In this project, the particle swarm algorithm was used to identify
different threshold.
SSPCO was first introduced by Omidvar et al in 2015. Due to its new mechanism, Algorithm
SSPCO is designed in such a way that it can start from a scattered search in a problem space and
reach good convergence around the optimal answer as soon as possible. The justification for this
proper convergence is the population following the experience of a worthy population. In the
reference paper, the degree and speed of convergence of the algorithm compared to other
algorithms are well expressed. This is the justification for our use of this algorithm in this article.
[20]. the main idea of this algorithm is taken from the behavior of the chicks of a type of bird
called See-see partridge. These chicks when they feel insecure are located in a Purposeful queue
at the reach a safe point and they start to move behind their mother. The biological reason for this
movement is that each chick sets the criterion for its movement as a chick ahead of itself, which
is one step ahead of it and has a better movement experience. According to Figure 1, each chick
in the search space seeks to find a chick with the priority of a unit higher than itself and it tries to
adjust its motion equation based on this chick.

Fig. 1. Chicks motion in SSPCO algorithm.
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In the algorithm, consider a variable for each particle entitled as priority variable. For particle 𝑖 a
priority variable defined. In every assessment, when a particle was better than the best personal
experience or local optimum; a unit is added to the priority variable of that particle:

if X i .cost  Pbest  Pbest  X i . position and

X i . priority  X i . priority  1

(1)

𝑋𝑖 . 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 The cost of each particle in the benchmark, 𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the best personal experience of each
particle, and 𝑋𝑖 . 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the location of each particle. In every time of assessment, if the local
optimum is better than the global optimum and vice versa, the particle’s priority variable goes
higher and a unit is added to it:

if

Pbest  Gbest

 Gbest  Pbest and X i . priority  X i . priority  1

(2)

𝐺𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the global optimum. The motion equation of each particle is set almost similar to the
particle swarm algorithm in the form of equation 3:

X i . position  X i . position  X i .velocity

(3)

𝑋𝑖 . 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the velocity of each particle or chick. Then, Chickens sorted in array based on
priority variable.

X i .velocity  w * X i .velocity  c * rand ()*[ position (X i 1. priority )]  X i . position

(4)

w is the coefficient impact of the previous velocity in the current velocity equation of particle, c
is the coefficient impact of position of particle with upper priority in the current velocity
equation of particle, [𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑋𝑖+1 . 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦)] is the location of the particle with one level
higher priority than the current particle that the current particle tries to adjust its velocity
according to the particle, 𝑋𝑖 . 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is the current location of the particle.
Simulation dynamic behavior of nonlinear systems called chaos. It has raised enormous interest
in different fields of sciences such as synchronization, chaos control, optimization theory, pattern
recognition and so on. In optimization algorithms based on the chaos theory, the methods using
chaotic variables instead of random variables are called chaotic optimization algorithm (COA).
COA is a stochastic search methodology that differs from any of the existing swarm intelligence
methods and evolutionary computation. COA can carry out overall searches at higher speeds than
stochastic searches that depend on probabilities. There are several different chaotic sequences
which the most commonly used such chaotic sequences are logistic maps that are considered in
this paper. Logistic maps are frequently used chaotic behavior maps and chaotic sequences can
be quickly generated and easily stored. For this reason, there is no need for storage of long
sequences. In this study, we substitute the random parameters in PSO with sequences generated
by the logistic map. The parameters random are modified by the logistic map based on the
following equation:



Crt 1  k Crt   1  Crt 



(5)
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In Eq. (5), k =4 and for each independent run, Cr(0) is generated randomly, which Cr(0) not
being equal to {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}..
Table 1
Pseudo code of Chaotic SSPCO algorithm.
1.//initialize all chicken by k × Cr(t) × (1 − Cr(t) )
2.Initialize by k × Cr(t) × (1 − Cr(t) )
3.Repeat
4. For each chicken i
5. //update the chicken’s best position and priority
6. If f(xi ) > f(pbesti ) then
7. pbest i = xi
8. prioirityi = prioirityi + 1
9. End if
10. //update the global best position and priority
11. If f(pbest i ) > f(gbest) then
12.
gbest = pbest i
13.
prioirityi = prioirityi + 1
14. End if
15. End for
16. //update chicken’s velocity and position
17. For each chicken i
18.
For each dimension d
19.
X i . velocity = w ∗ X i . velocity + c ∗ rand() ∗
[position(X i+1 . priority)] − X i . position
20. xi,d = xi,d + vi,d
21.
End for
22. End for
23. //advance iteration
24. itetation = itetation + 1
25.Until it > MaxIterations

Suppose the population size is N. For particle 𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁) in D-dimension space, current
position is 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖2 , 𝑥𝑖2 , , 𝑥𝑖𝐷 and velocity is 𝑣𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖2 , 𝑣𝑖2 , , 𝑣𝑖𝐷 . During the optimization process,
velocity and position of each particle at each step is updated by (6,7):

X i .velocity  w * X i .velocity  c * rand ()*[ position (X i 1. priority )]  X i . position

(6)

X i . position  X i . position  X i .velocity

(7)

Where, 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is component 𝑗 of particle 𝑖. 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are acceleration coefﬁcients and is constriction
factor which has a ﬁxed value less than one. 𝑅 is a random number with uniform distribution in
[0; 1]. 𝑃𝑖 is the best individual experience of particle 𝑖 and 𝐺𝑖 is the best experience of swarm.
SSPCO is an iterative algorithm and all particles update their velocity and position in each
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performance iteration. In each iteration, after all particle positions are updated, 𝑃𝑖 value of all
particles and also 𝐺𝑖 value of swarm are updated with respect to new positions.
Table 2
Pseudo code of the SSPCO algorithm.
Algorithm1: Particle Swarm Optimization
1. For each Particle i ε [1 .. N]
2. initialize xi , vi
3. Pi = xi
4. End for

G  arg min f ( P1 )
Pi
5.
6. repeat:
7. For each Particle i ε [1 . . N]
8. update vi using equation (5)
9. Check the velocity boundaries.
10. update xi using equation (1)
11. If f(xi) ≤ f(Pi)
12. Then Pi=xi
13. If f(Pi) < f(G)
14. Then G=Pi
15. End for
until stopping criterion is met

System analysis of time protein complexes does not only improve the discover accuracy of
proteins’ complexes, but also reinforces our biological knowledge of formation process of static
protein for organizing the cell. We can create a sequence of static networks by using the
recognition of transient and stable interactions by data collection of proteins’ interaction and
gene expression data. In different time points, the stable interaction is reserved as a network
spinal cord of proteins’ interaction. While, the existence of transient interaction in especial time
point is related to specific activities and requested function from two related proteins. Usually, to
identify stable interactions, the simultaneous expression coefficient is used.
In the next chapter, there is a short introduction of calculation methods of the simultaneous
expression
The extents of gene expression for different samples are in vector form and as a result,
calculating the simultaneous expression among genes is like calculating different criteria for two
numerical vectors. There are four common criteria for constructing the simultaneous expression
gene networks; Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Mutual information, Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, Euclidian distance.
Euclidian distance calculates the geometric distance between two vectors’ gene expression from
two aspects of direction and size.
Mutual information gives the size of gene expression uncertainty by knowing the decrease
amount of another gene expression.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient measures two vectors’ tendency to decrease or increase together.
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Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient calculates Pearson’s correlation for gene expression of
two vectors’ rank [21].
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is sensitive to outlier data.
For this reason, we use another correlation criterion in the proposed method as bicor which is
resistant toward outlier data [22].
Equation 2 shows bicor calculation.
𝑏𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) =

(𝑥)
(𝑦)
∑𝑚
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑥)). 𝑤𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑦)). 𝑤𝑖
2

(𝑥)
(𝑦)
√∑𝑚
√∑𝑚
𝑘=1[(𝑦𝑘 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑦)). 𝑤𝑘 ]
𝑗=1 [(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑥)) . 𝑤𝑗 ]
(x)
𝑤i = (1 − u2i )2 . 𝐼(1 − |𝑢𝑖 |)
(y)
𝑤i = (1 − 𝑣i2 )2 . 𝐼(1 − |𝑣𝑖 |)
1 𝑖𝑓 1 − |𝑢𝑖 | > 0
𝐼(1 − |𝑢𝑖 |) = {
0
𝑜. 𝑤
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑥)
𝑢𝑖 =
9 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑑(𝑥)
𝑦𝑖 − 𝑚𝑒𝑑(𝑦)
𝑣𝑖 =
9 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑑(𝑦)

2

(8)

We suppose 𝐺 as a PPI static graph and 𝐺𝐸 as a gene expression matrix propotion to 𝐺 proteins.
Static protein’s interactions which supposed to be appeared in all time points are extracted from
𝐺 according to concept of the even simultaneous gene’s expression. For each protein interaction
in𝐺, Pearson’s correlation coefficient based on their gene expression profile during all 𝐺𝐸 time
points is calculated. Then, proteins’ interaction with 𝑃𝑃𝐶 more than the amount of especial slice
(δ) is as an interaction and reserved in all times. 𝑆 is a 𝑁 × 𝑁 symmetric matrix to show stable
interactions in PPI networks which 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 1 demonstrates the existence of stable interaction,
while eij  E PCC ( eij )   and 𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 0 demonstrates inexistence of stable interaction [12].
For isolating stable and transient interactions from 𝑃𝑃𝐶 calculation, the amount of gene
expression of related proteins in each mane in all (ije) 𝑃𝑃𝐶 time points is used. Physical
interactions with 𝑃𝑃𝐶 more than an especial threshold δ, is described as a stable interaction. To
identify cutting threshold, the 𝑃𝑃𝐶 amount is used for all physical interactions and 𝑃𝑃𝐶
distribution with two parameters distribution, one is adapted for stable interactions and the other
for transient interactions. To estimate the proposed combined method parameters of Guisin
(𝐺𝑀𝑀), EM algorithm is used.
The static part of DPPI networks for each time points (1 ≤ 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇) 𝑡, is constructed from 𝐺 and
𝐺𝐸 graphs as a transient interactions and based on the proteins being active and simultaneous
[4]. In (t) time point, a Protein is active when the amount of its gene expression is more than a
defined threshold (denoted by𝐴𝑇(𝑖)). The threshold is defined as below:

AT ( i )  u( i )  3 ( i )( 1  F( i ))

(9)
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𝑢(𝑖) shows the average expression gene of 𝑖th protein.

F( i )  1

( 1   2 ( i ))

(10)

𝐹(𝑖) Is a function of weight which react the fluctuations of expression gene of 𝑖th protein. One
single edge is appeared in static network only when its two involved proteins are in active mode.
This above method is known as 3δ. Tang et al. [23] used the stable amount of 0.7 instead of the
high threshold for constructing. To evaluate the proposed method and the results comparison,
these two methods are performed. Then, a proposed method for constructing dynamic networks
describes by using meta-heuristic algorithms.

Fig. 2. Schematic chart of the proposed algorithm for constructing dynamic network.

One of the challenging subjects in constructing static networks of protein-protein interaction by
using gene expression data is the identification of suitable threshold for defining active proteins
in time points. As it explains in the last chapter, two current methods for activating PPI networks
used 3δ and 0.7 relations. Experimental results at the end of the report shows that those two
dynamic methods aren’t appropriate enough. In this part, a method based on Particle Swarm
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Optimization for identifying threshold is introduced. To increase the ability of the proposed
method, different biological data for identifying the appropriate threshold are integrated.
The whole framework of the proposed method for constructing dynamic networks of proteinprotein interaction shows in diagram (1). As you can see, there are independent inputs of this
algorithm, stable networks of protein-protein interaction, different data of gene expression profile
and the complexes of golden standard. Other algorithm’s necessaries such as simultaneous
expression matrixes are created during execution and according to inputs.

3.1. Constructing the matrix of simultaneous gene expression
At first, according to different gene expression data such as 𝑔𝑠𝑒3431, 𝑔𝑠𝑒7645, 𝑔𝑠𝑒4987, …,
some co-expression matrix (𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑖 ) are created by using 𝑏𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟 criteria. Since, the 𝑔𝑝190
framework is used in this project; each matrix of simultaneous expression has 9335 ∗ 9335
dimensions. Nine gene expression datasets are used for extraction of simultaneous expression;
consequently the final result will include 9 matrices of size9335 ∗ 9335. We called this general
matrix, COX. We will use it in the next stages. For appropriate usage of these gene expression
matrices in Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm, there is a need for assembling these matrixes
in one united matrix.
For constructing unit co-expression matrix from different 𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑖 which is FCOX from available
data in protein complexes of standards golden sets such as SGD, CYC2008, and MIPS are used.
In fact, giving weight to each 𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑖 happens according to different proteins which come together
in protein complexes. Two available proteins in a complex should have high co-expression
coefficient, then each 𝑐𝑜𝑥𝑖 which has the higher amount of protein couple, gives more weight.
This is considered certainly after calculating and collecting all proteins couple; All complexes
whether complete or incomplete are employed. Finaly weighted sum of 9 matrices of
simultaneous expression is calculated and saved in FCOX matrix.
To identify a function for evaluation and changing the problem into optimization problem, the
points with high gene expression are chosen as seeds. Seeds are identified according to gse3431
amount in each time point. Actually, the seeds are contemplated as active proteins. The amount
of 100 is supposed for seeds.
Sum of simultaneous expression complex of each protein is calculated by 100 protein centers in
FCOX and one n*36 matrix saved as a CXP. Table (1) shows CXP matrix structure where 𝑛 is
number genes available in our datasets. Entries of this matrix are calculated for each gse3431
time points. Now, a threshold should be introduced for each protein. In identifying the threshold,
available amount for each protein in CXP matrix and each protein expression in each time points
are important and it will be affected according to its amount and the amount of gene expression
at that time point on the identification of threshold.
Actually by employing the above levels, the problem is changed to the increased problem. i.e.
the threshold should be identified in a way which by employing it, the whole amount on the
corresponding line to each protein becomes maximum. If all CXPs are positive, we can
normalize it or decrease the stable amount.
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Table 3
𝒄𝒙𝒑𝒌𝒊 :That is the complex of simultaneous expression of ith protein in k time point with 100 seed protein
of k time point.

CXP1

CXP2

CXPk

CXP35

CXP36

𝑐𝑥𝑝11
𝑐𝑥𝑝21
𝑐𝑥𝑝31

𝑐𝑥𝑝12
𝑐𝑥𝑝22
𝑐𝑥𝑝32

𝑐𝑥𝑝1𝑘
𝑐𝑥𝑝2𝑘
𝑐𝑥𝑝3𝑘

𝑐𝑥𝑝135
𝑐𝑥𝑝235
𝑐𝑥𝑝335

𝑐𝑥𝑝136
𝑐𝑥𝑝236
𝑐𝑥𝑝336

𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑖1

𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑖2

𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑘

𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑖35

𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑖36

1
2
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛−1
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛−1
1
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛2

𝑘
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛−1
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛𝑘

36
35
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛−1
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛−1
35
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛36
𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑛

3.2. Identification of disceret threshold for every protein
The thresholds presence of the proteins should identify in such a way that the proteins with high
simultaneous expression by seeds protein has the high possibility of presents. As a result, the
threshold tries to identify in such a way that the protein expressions with its seed proteins has
high simultaneous expression. It should also inactivate proteins with negative or low
simultaneous expression with their seed proteins. Therefore, we should use a related criterion to
the set of positive simultaneous expression of proteins with seeds proteins for creating a
threshold. This criterion will be based on the introduced best vector by 11 and 12 relations:
𝑝𝑜𝑠
⏟𝑗

= {𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖 |𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖 > 0 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , |𝑔𝑠𝑒3431| }

(11)

𝑗=1,2,…,,|𝑔𝑝𝑙90|

𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑗
⏟

|𝑝𝑜𝑠 |

= ∑𝑖=1 𝑗 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑗𝑖

(12)

𝑗=1,2,…,,|𝑔𝑝𝑙90|

In the above relations, 𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖 s which have positive amount, means the possible 𝑗 protein
expression in 𝑖 time point is high by its seed protein and the threshold of this protein (j) should
identify in a way which this protein in time point which 𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖 𝑖𝑠 positive is active and in the other
points (negative points) are inactives. As a result, the set of positive simultaneous expression of
protein with seeds protein in different time points are calculated and positioned in the best n
number vector.
The threshold identification in this situation is changed to an optimization problem. The purpose
of the increasing is the activation number of the proteins with positive simultaneous expression
of protein with seeds protein. To evaluate this situation and relate it with activation of proteins
with high activity, we used the set of positive simultaneous expression of protein with seeds
protein criterion in time points instead of the number. The routine is that first, we start by random
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threshold and identify the active proteins. To evaluate the wellness of this threshold, we calculate
the set of simultaneous expression of activated proteins with 100 seed protein and compare to
available amount in best vector.
If the identified threshold is ideal, the proteins with positive simultaneous expression with seed
proteins pass and make a barrier for others and cause the similarity between the amount of set
before and after threshold.
The ideal situation isn’t possible in reality, because every amount for the threshold will cause the
presence of proteins with the amount of negative simultaneous expression. So, our purpose is the
identification of the threshold in a way that the amount of error among best vector and the gained
vector from this threshold is decreased. As a result, we can use the optimization methods for
calculating the amount of different threshold.
1, 𝑔𝑠𝑒3431𝑖𝑗 < 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑗
𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ
=
{
𝑗
⏟
0, 𝑜. 𝑤 ≥ 0

(13)

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑗𝑖 ∗ 𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖

(14)

𝑗=1,2,…,|𝑔𝑝𝑙90|

|𝑔𝑠𝑒3431|

𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚_𝑠𝑢𝑚
𝑗 = ∑𝑖=1
⏟

𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑥𝑝𝑗𝑖

(15)

𝑗=1,2,…,|𝑔𝑝𝑙90|

If the threshold identifies well, the protein with negative CXP isn’t mentioned and the proteins
with positive amounts are mentioned.
For evaluation, we use the set of positive amounts in best and the set of whole mentioned
proteins in masked-cxp. It is one of the available challenges in constructing dynamic networks to
identify the threshold for every protein.

3.3. Utilizing the heuristic algorithm of SSPCO algorithm for threshold identification
In this part, by using the SSPCO algorithm the optimized threshold is extracted. The related
settings of different parts are explained later. Higher and lower amounts of the threshold
contemplate the equal high and low amount of gene expression in 36 time zone gse3431. In this
part, available amounts in gse3431 data are used without normalization. One of the effective
parameters in the result of algorithm is the number of chosen seeds which is the result and total
suitability for different calculated seeds and the best amount for this variable are identified. (100
and 50) best amount of calculation according to the set of simultaneous expression of proteins
with seeds protein is done in this part. One of the other changeable parameters in algorithm is the
initial amount of the threshold for beginning the FA algorithm performance. As a result, the
average gene expression is used in 36 time points as an initial amount.
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ(𝑖) = 𝑚𝑢(𝑖)

(16)
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3.4. Using cost function in SSPCO algorithm
Thirty-six masks, i.e. 36 temporal networks, are created using the initial thresholds. In each
temporal network, some proteins will be active and the others will be inactive. In fact, our
problem is converted into an optimization problem for classification. There are negative and
positive classes in this problem. Their samples are weighted and the thresholds should be
determined in a way that the overall weight of the classified samples is maximized as the positive
class. Some positives can be considered as negative and some samples of the negative class may
be considered as positive samples (TP, FP, FN, TN). Equation (11) shows the error calculation
method with respect to the activation of different proteins using the obtained thresholds.
Estim_sum denotes the whole samples classified as positive. In this version of the algorithm, a
total of the positive and negative samples existing in the class is classified as positive.
|𝑔𝑝𝑙90|

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = ∑𝑖=1

|𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚_𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑗 − 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑗 |

(17)

4. Results
4.1. Graph clustering by MCL
MCL: Markov Clustering [24] is a graph clustering method using flow simulation. Including
two operators called expansion and inflation, this method acts using random walk simulation in a
graph and definitely calculates the possibility of random walk in the sequence of similar
subgraphs.
“Expansion” intensifies strong flows inside the strongly-connected areas, whereas “Inflation”
removes weak connections in connected areas. These are performed repeatedly to partition a
graph into some distinct clusters. Many researchers have proved that MCL is very resistant to
noise. Flow-based approaches need complex procedures to simulate the stochastic behavior of a
system.

4.2. Graph clustering by MCODE
MCODE: Bader et al. [25] presented a method for finding molecular complexes. In this method,
each node is weighted by the density of local neighbors, and heavier nodes are selected as the
core of initial clusters. Later, other nodes are added to these clusters. MCODE has two preprocessing steps including filtering non-dense clusters and creating overlapping clusters. This
method never guarantees to find the subgraphs of necessarily close to each other. However, due
to its polynomial time complexity, it is suitable for large-scale networks.

4.3. Graph clustering by cluster one
Cluster ONE has just been presented by Nepusz et al. to detect overlapping protein complexes in
PPI networks. [26] Its major function is based on the development of overlapping neighbors. The
algorithm consists of three steps. In the first step, high-cohesion groups are developed out of
selected seed proteins. First, the protein with the largest number of connections (highest degree)
is selected as a seed and a cohesive group develops through a greedy method. After completion
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of the development of a group, the algorithm selects the following seed with the highest degree.
Selection is performed among all proteins which are not in any of the protein complexes. The
whole operation continues as long as there is no protein for investigation. In the second step of
the algorithm, local optimal coherent groups with significant overlap are merged. In the third and
final step, the candidates with fewer than three proteins and those with a density of lower than
the given threshold (δ) are discarded. The density of a protein complex with N proteins is
calculated by dividing the sum of its internal weights by (N* (N - 1) / 2).
With the temporal points rising, the number of sub-networks and the predicted clusters and
protein complexes increases considerably. This becomes problematic while assessing and
comparing it with the limited number of complexes, known as “the gold standard”. Therefore, an
algorithm is needed to reduce the number of protein complexes. Protein complexes can be
reduced through combining different complexes and/or ignoring similar complexes [27].
The following procedure is used for combining/ignoring complexes:
All complexes are sorted based on their size. Then, any complex is compared with another one.
If their similarities exceed the threshold, the smaller complex will be ignored and deleted. The
complexity among complexes is calculated using the following equations:
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ) =

𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ) =

|𝐶1 ∩ 𝐶2 |

|𝐶1 ∩ 𝐶2 |

⁄𝑀𝑎𝑥(|𝐶 |, |𝐶 |)
1
2

(18)

⁄(|𝐶 | + |𝐶 |)
1
2

(19)

Table (2) shows the impact of different thresholds of similarity criteria on the number of the
known complexes and different assessment criteria.
Table 4
The result of the application of reduction strategy on the results.
Dm
seven

cm
mcl

TOTAL
6348

filtered(2,0.65)
1703

filtered(2,0.5)
1362

merg(2,0.5)
1409

seven
seven
3s
3s
3s
U_v10

mcode
clusterone
mcl
mcode
clusterone
mcl

2537
2652
4357
2585
2672
9893

1800
1923
1203
1750
1739
738

1590
1457
976
1476
1292
645

1604
1538
992
1502
1384
647

U_v10
U_v10

mcode
clusterone

15779
14496

7813
2274

4955
1588

5494
1925

5. Datasets
BioGRID: [6], This database is an integrated and continuously updating collection of physical
and general interactions.
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This collection consists of over 544,000 interactions and more than 27 different organisms. With
over 544,000 non-repetitive interactions of yeast, it is the largest PPI collection for this organism.
GEO: [28], The gene expression levels are measured in different temporal points and are stored
in some datasets. GEO database stores these series of gene expression under certain platforms
(GPLxxx) for various samples (GSMxxx) under unique names (GSExxx). For instance, series
GSE3431 of platform GPL90 was measured at 12 temporal points for the temporal distances of
25 minutes and 6777 gene expression levels were measured.
The PPI data used in this project were obtained from BioGRID datasets. The gene expression and
co-expression data were also extracted from GEO.
Table 5
A selected list of gene expression series.
Name of series

Number of series

Gse26169

210

Gse25582

151

Gse18121

42

Gse15254

72

Gse11452

170

Gse9482

40

Gse7645

48

Gse3431

36

Gse3076

96

Quality evaluating of the SPINs made using different method is among the major issues.
Comparison of the predictions using SPIN and the known biological knowledge has a limited
assessment capability. On the one hand, the topological features of SPINs should be calculated
and the scale of SPINs sub-networks should be absolute according to the studies on gene
expression and on the other hand, the biological interpretation of SPINs during their quality
assessment encompasses large areas. At any temporal point or under any condition, the proteins
and the interaction among them have not been selected randomly and they are involved in certain
biological processes. Therefore, the whole sub-network may be under the influence of certain
functions. Intuitively, each sub-network can be considered as a whole structure and its biological
function is analyzed.
Selection of biological knowledge display to check compatibility and stability of different SPINs
is a convenient method for measuring the quality of SPINs. A quality SPIN may be helpful for
discovering proteins and detecting interactions with high reliability.
SPINs provide all temporal, spatial, and qualitative data. Therefore, protein complexes and the
biomarkers with changes including dynamic features can be used for detecting protein
performance modules.
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Functional interactions of proteins in dynamic networks are revealed more accurately than static
networks. The better the manufacturing method of a dynamic network, the better results will be
provided for analyzing functional modules. Comparison of the results of clustering conventional
algorithms in determining modules in any created dynamic network is used for evaluating the
creation method of dynamic networks. Some papers used the protein complexes created in
CYC2008 datasets as a gold standard set for evaluation of results.
It is expected for any module detection method, predefined cluster (pc) and reference complex
(Rc) to be compatible as much as possible. To determine the adapted complexes, the overlapping
score is used as the following equation (14):
𝑂𝐿(𝑃𝑐 , 𝑅𝑐 ) =

|𝑉𝑃𝑐 ∩𝑉𝑅𝑐 |

2

|𝑉𝑅𝑐 |∗|𝑉𝑃𝑐 |

(20)

In the above equation, |V𝑃𝐶 | indicates the size of the predefined cluster, |𝑉 𝑅𝐶 | is the size of the
recognized complex and |V𝑃𝐶 ∩ V𝑅𝐶 | is number of the common items of the predefined cluster
and the recognized complex. If the overlapping score of OL is greater than a threshold (sigma),
𝑃𝐶 and 𝑅𝐶 comply with each other.
Conformity of complex with the set of standard complexes is used for assessing the quality of the
generated complexes. “Precision” and “recall” are the common criteria for assessing the
performance of the methods to predict protein complexes.
The precision of a fraction of the predicted complexes is exactly in proportion to all the
discovered complexes, whereas recall (sensitivity) of a fraction of the discovered standard
complex is in proportion to all the standard complexes.
TP is the number of the correctly predicted complexes adapted to OS more than one value of
threshold T and FP is the total number of the predicted complexes subtracted by TP, while TN is
the number of the standard complexes predicted by OS more than a threshold value of T. FN is
the number of the unpredicted standard complexes of T.
T is the predefined threshold and it is usually determined 0.2. F-measure measurement criterion,
the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity, is another criterion for assessing the performance
of a method.
The equations for assessment criteria are as follows:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃⁄(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃)

(21)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃⁄(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)

(22)

2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

(23)

Tables (4), (5), (6), and (7) show the assessment results in different modes and with various
algorithms.
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The assessment criteria for the dynamization methods of protein-protein interaction networks
were calculated in 4 different modes using clustering algorithms.
In the first mode, the complexes obtained from each clustering method are filtered using clusters
reduction mechanism and the complexes with lower than 3 proteins and/or similar complexes are
deleted. In this mode, CYC08 standard set is also filtered by the above-mentioned method.
Figure 4 shows the results obtained in this mode.
Table 6
The results obtained using filtered similar clusters and filtered CYC08.
Dm

Cm

recall

Precision

f_measure

0.7

Mcl

0.292373

0.054022

0.091194

0.7

Mcode

0.309322

0.06

0.100505

0.7

clusterone

0.495763

0.092564

0.156001

3sigma

Mcl

0.186441

0.0532

0.08278

3sigma

Mcode

0.317797

0.076

0.122665

3sigma

clusterone

0.411017

0.097182

0.157196

FA_thr

Mcl

0.237288

0.074526

0.113427

FA_thr

Mcode

0.504237

0.047997

0.087651

FA_thr

clusterone

0.622881

0.119613

0.200688

In the second mode, the complexes obtained using any clustering method are filtered using
clusters reduction mechanism and the complexes with lower than 3 proteins are deleted and
similar complexes are merged. In this mode, CYC08 standard set is used without change and in a
complete manner. Figure 5 shows the results in this mode.
Table 7
The results obtained using similar merged clusters and unfiltered CYCO8.
Dm

Cm

recall

precision

f_measure

0.7

Mcl

0.201

0.067424

0.1009734

0.7

Mcode

0.228

0.073566

0.1112327

0.7

clusterone

0.328

0.105982

0.1602518

3sigma

Mcl

0.11

0.064516

0.0814111

3sigma

Mcode

0.194

0.073901

0.1069742

3sigma

clusterone

0.282

0.114884

0.1632356

FA_thr

Mcl

0.186

0.103555

0.1331103

FA_thr

Mcode

0.331

0.055333

0.094811

FA_thr

clusterone

0.368

0.137662

0.2003175

In the third mode, the complexes obtained from any clustering method and the CYC08 standard
set is assessed without any changes. Table 6 shows the results in this mode.
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Table 8
Results obtained from clusters and unfiltered CYC08.
dm
0.7
0.7
0.7

Cm
Mcl
Mcode
Clusterone

recall
0.607843
0.333333
0.39951

Precision
0.135676
0.107213
0.150075

f_measure
0.221836
0.162243
0.218189

3sigma
3sigma
3sigma
FA_thr
FA_thr
FA_thr

Mcl
Mcode
Clusterone
Mcl
Mcode
Clusterone

0.367647
0.286765
0.328431
0.681373
0.558824
0.556373

0.122332
0.114507
0.172156
0.126049
0.092655
0.215853

0.183579
0.163662
0.2259
0.212742
0.158954
0.311035

In the fourth mode, the complexes obtained from any clustering method are filtered using
clusters reduction mechanism and the complexes with lower than 3 proteins and/or the similar
complexes are deleted. However, the CYC08 standard set is used without any change and in a
complete manner. Table 7 shows the results in this mode.
Table 9
The results obtained by filtering similar clusters and unfiltered CYC08.
dm
0.7
0.7

cm
mcl
mcode

Recall
0.218137
0.242647

Precision
0.066353
0.075556

f_measure
0.101754936
0.115230564

0.7
3sigma
3sigma
3sigma
FA_thr
FA_thr

clusterone
mcl
mcode
clusterone
mcl
mcode

0.387255
0.127451
0.213235
0.323529
0.181373
0.431373

0.119085
0.05985
0.082857
0.121334
0.093496
0.060028

0.18215503
0.081451508
0.119341564
0.17648177
0.12338698
0.105390567

FA_thr

clusterone

0.504902

0.157432

0.240022913

The increase of temporal points raises sub-networks and increases predicted clusters and protein
complexes considerably. This will be problematic while assessing and comparing with some
limited known gold standard complexes.
Figure 3 shows the comparative diagram of the results obtained using MCODE, Cluster One, and
MCL clustering algorithms, and different methods. As stated earlier, the proposed method was
assessed using three algorithms and it was compared with two basic methods of protein-protein
interaction networks. As Figure 3 and the relevant tables show, the results of the proposed
method outperformed the earlier methods with respect to the recall criteria in three clustering
algorithms and in all comparisons. Precision criterion and following that F-measure criterion
depend on the number of the clusters obtained by each algorithm. Therefore, if there are many
algorithm clusters, the precision criterion may diminish. As the amount of protein in temporal
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networks created by the proposed method exceeds that of ones made with previous methods, the
number of clusters obtained will be consequently more. Nevertheless, the proposed method in
Cluster One and MCL algorithms has a higher precision and F-measure compared to the basic
methods of 0.7 and 3sigma.

Fig. 3. The comparative diagram for the results obtained using MCODE, ClusterOne, and MCL clustering
algorithms and different methods (A): The diagram is related to the data of Table (4) in which the
identified similar clusters and CYC08 were filtered and deleted at clusters reduction step (B): The
diagram related to the data of Table (5) in which similar clusters were merged at clusters reduction step,
but similar clusters of CYC08 were used without filter, (C) The diagram related to the data of Table (6) in
which clusters reduction step was not applied, (D) The diagram related to the data of Table (7) in which
similar clusters were deleted at clusters reduction step, but the clusters similar to CYC08 were used
without filter.

protein change rate in consequent dynamic graph
1
0.8
0.6

3s_p

0.4

seven
FA_thr

0.2

0
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35

Fig. 4. Variations in proteins in a sequence of time points (degree of variations at the time point t in
comparison with t-1).
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ppi change rate in consequent dynamic graph
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Fig. 5. Variations in protein interactions in a sequence of time points (degree of variations at time t in
comparison with time t-1).

The changes of dynamic networks were measured as compared with the temporal points before
them as far as the changes of protein presence and the interaction among them are concerned.
Figures 4 and 5 show the results.
As Figure 4 shows, the rate of changes in 0.7 and 3sigma methods is very high and it even
approaches one at some temporal points. For instance, the rates of changes of temporal point 8 as
compared with temporal point 7 in 0.7, 3sigma, and the proposed method are 0.972403, 0.91182,
and 0.192931, respectively.
The rate of change of 0.972403 indicates that approximately all the active proteins in a temporal
point are new and no protein remained from the earlier step; it means fundamental changes in a
cell, which is inconsistent with the concepts and biology. For maintaining the fitness and stability
of the cell and avoiding unfavorable disorder in its basic performance, the complexes should
have smooth and mild changes over time. The results of the proposed method exhibit smooth and
mild changes. Figure 4 shows the rate of changes of the interactions among active proteins. It
proves that the changes of the proposed method are smoother than the ones of the earlier
methods.
One of the positive and interesting points of the proposed method is that the determination of
stable interactions during different temporal points is implicit. That is, this value was set to zero
or a value close to zero for some proteins while determining the threshold value. This way, all
genes expression in temporal points exceeded this value and the proteins were always active. The
interaction between them is specified as stable interactions.
We have to correct the results of the proposed method in order to ensure that a test is carried out
on the results. Friedman test, a nonparametric test, is an analysis of variance with repeated
measures and is equivalent to that of the comparison between the K variables used in the average
rating. The test status variables are assessed in several related cases. More information about
Friedman’s test is available [29,30]. We have to consider the validity of the results of the
proposed algorithm. For test in 4 different iterations of the proposed algorithm that is specified in
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various iterations is similar. The main samples taken from Friedman test show this on results.
The final answer of this test is 0.502, because it is more indicative of the value of 0.50; this is the
natural course that answers the same level and between different repetitions compliance on each
of the result, and the results are reliable.
Table 10
Friedman test for 4 times.
Descriptive Statistics

Var00001
Var00002
Var00003
Var00004
Rank
Var00001
Var00002
Var00003
Var00004

N

recall

13
13
13
13

10.7154
5.41148
10.7646
5.67621
11.6962
7.56971
10.9092
5.36789
Test Statistics
N
13
Chi-Square
2.354
df
3
Asymp. Sig.
.502

2.08
2.54
2.54
2.85

Precision

Minimum

Maximum

3.31
3.35
3.09
4.00

16.66
19.33
27.22
18.51

Percentiles
25th
50th(Median)
4.4850
13.5600
4.8200
12.0500
4.3750
9.5500
5.5200
13.2900

75th
15.6400
15.7800
17.5800
15.2100

6. Conclusions
This paper discussed determination of appropriate thresholds to convert static networks into
dynamic ones as one of the challenges in systemic biology and provided a new method for
threshold determination. Determination of a unique threshold for any gene is one of the
important points in the proposed method; the whole thresholds do not use a fixed formula and
equation for all genes. Meanwhile, merging particle swarm optimization Meta-heuristic
algorithm using genes co-expression concepts and gold standard datasets are among the other
prominent points of this project.
Appropriate thresholds are determined for dynamization of static networks and stable
interactions in all temporal points are achieved implicitly using the available additional data such
as gene expression in different periods and conditions and the series of gold standard protein
complexes. Dynamic proteins are specified and temporal graphs are created for making dynamic
networks using the threshold created specifically for any gene.
The MCL, Cluster ONE, and MCODE graph clustering algorithms were used for the final
assessment of the performance of the created graphs. The set of CYC2008 gold standard
complexes was used for the final assessment. The standard assessment criteria of recall,
precision, f-measure and a new criterion called “smoothness” were calculated. The experimental
results on BioGRID data show that the results of the graphs created by the innovative method
outperformed the earlier methods. For future research, we can focus on the time component and
change the mechanism of the article to improve time.
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